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Web Threat Detection exposes all online activity for each of your website's users in real
time by capturing all variables in each web click for visibility into online activity
throughout the entire web session, not just at the point of transaction. Web Threat
Detection organizes clickstream data into sessions that you can investigate at the IP
address or end-user level. This visibility into each click is the foundation of Web Threat
Detection's ability to identify even the most sophisticated fraud. With this level of
granularity, you can see signs of fraudulent activities, such as the presence of a second
IP address or a change in the user agent, that would otherwise remain hidden.

Web Threat Detection tracks where the calls to the website originate, which user visits
the website, which pages they visit, and which transactions they perform. In addition to
tracking end user activity, the system also compares the end user's activities to the
behavior that is normally observed on the website, and notes a navigation flow that
differs from normal website activity. The data gathered by Web Threat Detection is
used to calculate threat scores and to create graphs and charts that visually represent
threats to the website. Because the entire clickstream is exposed and presented clearly,
you can easily identify various attack types. In addition, the visual representation of the
attacks helps you to see patterns, nuances, and all of the data elements related to the
attacks. You can then use clickstream variables, threat scores and imported data to
configure rules that result in customizable realtime alerts and actions to catch more
attacks than what your existing processes and tools already catch.

Web Threat Detection allows you to import and export data for a more comprehensive
view of the threat landscape and to export data into external applications to contribute
to a robust threat detection solution.
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The Fraud Detection Cycle
RSA Web Threat Detection leverages feedback to create a continuously improving
fraud detection cycle.

The cycle includes the three functions of detect, review, and respond to create a loop
where you can use Web Threat Detection to improve its own threat detection
capabilities.

The initial, out of the box detection and response capabilities are a foundation for
learning your individual fraud vulnerabilities. Each time your organization progresses
through the detect, review, respond cycle, Web Threat Detection gets a better
understanding of your website's threat landscape and vulnerabilities, improving your
ability to create and customize rules that will identify and appropriately respond to the
threats targeting your site. Web Threat Detection rules can be written and deployed in
seconds, meaning that your organization can respond in near real-time to emerging
fraud. The cycle is continuous, enabling you to keep pace with an ever-evolving threat
landscape.

DETECT

Web Threat Detection includes an out of the box rules library with alerts and
responses that can be customized and expanded. Rules address high impact areas
including application security, account takeover, password guessing and robotic
activity that lead to chargebacks and other losses. Threat scores for common
attack types and anomalies can be used to enrich rules.

REVIEW

Web Threat Detection exposes all online activity for each end user in real time,
enabling you to drill down into individual web sessions and visitors to identify and
investigate fraudulent behavior and activities. This level of visibility is instrumental
in being able to keep up with fraudsters - if you can see what they are doing in
real time you can write rules to address that behavior. Web Threat Detection also
simplifies and speeds manual reviews with a streamlined interface designed
specifically to facilitate forensic investigation. Web Threat Detection puts all
session and user data at your fingertips, not only speeding manual review but
providing a deep and nuanced understanding of your threat landscape

RESPOND

The Web Threat Detection rules engine allows you to configure real-time alerts
and responses based on threat scores, elements from the clickstream and
imported data files. Web Threat Detection data, cases, alerts and scores can be
pushed to external applications including email, syslog, case management,
decisioning and analytics. With Web Threat Detection you can control how you
treat both your true online banking customers and the criminals posing as them.

With ongoing insight of the threat landscape provided by Web Threat Detection you
can continuously fine-tune your rules to protect against the latest threats and attacks.
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Overview of the Workflow

The RSA Web Threat Detection workflow consists of the following main steps:

1. Web Threat Detection sessionizes your web traffic so that you can see what each
individual end user is doing, click by click, in real time.

2. The sessionized clickstream data populates the Web Threat Detection interface.

l The Dashboard provides an hour by hour overview of your web traffic by
named user and IP along with the incidents and alerts that have triggered.

l The Profile Timeline tracks each individual web session for named end users
and IPs, providing a comprehensive view of what that user or IP has been doing
on your site over time.

3. Web Threat Detection calculates threat scores for some common attacks including
Man-in-the-Middle, Man-in-the-Browser, robotic attacks (characterized by high
velocity), and unusual page navigation behavior.

4. The clickstream data enters the rule engine. Data that can be used in rules include:

l Any variable from the clickstream, including header details, GET or POST
arguments, cookies, geolocation or custom extracted variables.

l Threat scores

l External Data Store (eds) files containing information such as white lists, lists
of high value customers, internal account information, and negative lists. For
additional fees, RSA offers the following feeds:

n RSA FraudAction feeds listing IPs used in confirmed fraud, and emails, e-
commerce shipping mule addresses, mule accounts and compromised credit
cards.

n RSA eFraudNetwork feeds listing IP addresses marked as fraudulent on the
RSA eFraudNetwork.

5. The rules engine generates custom, real-time alerts and incidents.

6. The Web Threat Detection Action Server responds with a designated action such
as sending an email alert, sending information to an external case management
system or security information and event management (SIEM) system, sending
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the IP or even group of IPs to a load balancer or web application firewall (WAF), or
initiating an API call for other action.

RSA Web Threat Detection Concepts and Terminology
The following key concepts and terms are used in RSA Web Threat Detection.

Clickstream

The clickstream for an end user or an IP address is a list of all manual or
automated URL requests initiated by that end user or IP address. The clickstream
provides the data elements submitted and all actions performed by an end user or
IP address so that an analyst can determine whether or not the actions or data
are potentially malicious.

Click Time

Click times appear on the end user and IP address profile pages, and refer to the
time elapsed between clicks. For example, if 40 percent of an end user’s click
times are less than .5, this means that 40 percent of the clicks performed by that
end user had less than half a second between clicks. Especially for end users, a
very short time between clicks can be a sign that the actions were performed by
an automated process instead of by a person.

Client Profile

A type of data model and corresponding file format. The client profile documents
forensic statistics for individual clients over a time frame.

Concurrent Transactions

Transactions occurring during overlapping time. Web Threat Detection recognizes
concurrent transactions as a potential Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) attack where an
attacker uses malware that captures the legitimate end user's account
information during logon. The attacker can then log on to the end user’s account
at the same time as the legitimate end user, and access and alter the session
information, for example, by transferring the money in the transaction to a
different account.

Geolocation Information

The geolocation information of an IP address is the approximate geographical
location of that IP address. Web Threat Detection uses a service to help identify
the approximate location of an IP address. Knowing the approximate location
from which Internet traffic originates can assist in determining whether or not
that traffic is malicious. For example, often in a MiM attack, two IP addresses are
logged on to the same account concurrently from two different geolocations.

Hit

A website hit is also known as a click. Any URL request to a server monitored by
Web Threat Detection is considered a click, including both human or end user
interactions as well as automated functions inherent in many websites. When an
end user goes to a website or clicks a link on a website, or the website is reached
via an automated request, all of these actions are recorded as hits.

Page

In Web Threat Detection, a page is defined as the information shown when a URL,
usually a website location, is requested by either an end user or an automated
function. Every hit, or click, to the website, either by an end user or by an
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automated process, is visible in the clickstream view showing each page click of
that website.

Payload

The payload is part of the transaction or the details about a particular click. A
payload can include information such as a user ID and password entered when an
end user signs in to the website, as well as any information entered into forms.

Session

A series of client-server interactions (clicks) between the same end user or IP
address and the website.

Web Scraping

Web scraping is when an automated attack accesses many pages to collect large
amounts of data from many sources. For example, attackers will use web scraping
on e-Commerce sites to gather data about each of the products. Fraudsters use
scraping to collect data as rapidly as possible, increasing the velocity score during
these sessions.

Threat Score

RSA Web Threat Detection assigns a score from 0 to 100 to the various types of
activities on the website. The threat scores are displayed in the Forensics
application, giving you an indication of the security status of the activities of an
associated IP or user. Threat scores are calculated based on the current activity
on the site relative to the usual site activity. For more information on threat
scores, see Threat Scores on page 5.

Transaction

A transaction represents one click on a website. In HTTP, this definition includes a
request message sent from a client to a server, a response message sent from a
server to a client, or a request and the corresponding response. The Transaction
section of the Clickstream and Search pages shows the details about a specific
click.

Threat Scores
RSA Web Threat Detection assigns a threat score to the various types of activity on
the website. Threat scores range from 0 to 100. A threat score is considered high
when there is a significant spike in the score relative to the usual score for the
website. For example, a velocity threat score of 65 would be considered high if the
typical velocity threat score is 10, but not if the typical velocity score is 50.

RSA Web Threat Detection includes the following types of threat scores:

Behavior

Page navigation of a particular end user that looks anomalous or suspicious
compared to the behavior of other end users is considered a behavior threat.
Common activities that trigger a behavior score include password guessing and
site scraping. End users that have high velocity threat scores, or high Man-in-the-
Middle (MiM) or Man-in-the-Browser (MiB) threat scores may also have high
behavior threat scores because stolen accounts and high velocity end users often
tend to also exhibit anomalous behavior. However, these scores do not always
correlate. For example, an end user may not have a high velocity score but may
have a high behavior score due to password guessing. Another example of
anomalous behavior is repeated skipping of pages within page flows. Consider a
fraudster who wants to register a series of new accounts on a website. In an
account registration flow, there are usually several pages. On most websites, it is
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not necessary to click on every page in the flow. Instead, you can go to the last
page in the flow and enter all of the required information on that page. Fraudsters
often skip any extraneous pages in a flow to make their attacks more efficient. If
Web Threat Detection detects this repeated navigation pattern, it triggers a high
behavior score.

Note

When evaluating behavior scores, the historical activity of an end user is not
taken into consideration. Instead, the end user’s current behavior is compared to
the expected behavior for all end users. RSA recommends that you use the Profile
Timeline feature to view historical behavior for a user.

Man-in-the-Browser (MiB)

In a Man-in-the-Browser (MiB) attack, malicious code is installed on the end
user’s browser, usually in the form of a browser plug-in. When the end user logs
on to the website, the plug-in uses the end user's session and credentials to
interact with the website in an invisible back-end process. In a typical Man in the
Browser (MiB) attack, malware runs on the web browser and inserts itself
between the end user and the website, sometimes altering what is displayed and
changing details of the transaction. Fraudsters can transfer money, send emails,
or take other malicious actions from the legitimate end user’s account. For
example, a typical transaction might include a transfer of funds. MiB attacks can
alter the destination of those funds and the amount transferred. These attacks
can alter the information shown on the web page, change payment amounts, and
even change on-screen balances or statements to hide the fraudulent activities.

Man-in-the-Middle (MiM)

Web Threat Detection considers concurrent access to a site by one account from
multiple IP addresses to be a Man-in-the-Middle (MiM) attack. For example,
malware on a legitimate end user’s device captures the end user's website logon
credentials and delivers the credentials to a fraudster. The fraudster then logs on
to the website as the legitimate end user while the legitimate end user remains
logged on in parallel. If a fraudulent user steals account information and logs on to
the account after the legitimate end user, Web Threat Detection does not
consider it a MiM attack. If the attack occurs from a single IP address rather than
multiple concurrent IP addresses, the attack is considered a MiB attack. MiB
attacks and MiM attacks start the same way, but a MiB attack happens very early
in the session because the malware is usually activated when the end user logs
on, and a MiM attack can happen at any time during the end user's session.

Parameter

Web Threat Detection evaluates the parameters received by the web server for
every web server interaction. It creates models around what parameters are
usually received and generates a high parameter threat score when an
unexpected set of parameters is seen. This threat is often referred to as
parameter injection. The Page Profile tab shows the parameter threat score.

Velocity

The velocity score describes the speed between clicks. The faster the clicks, the
more likely the user is robotic. A low click time corresponds to a higher click
speed, which can trigger a high velocity threat score.
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RSA Web Threat Detection Applications
RSA Web Threat Detection includes several browser-based applications.

Application Description URL

Forensics
application

The main user interface that allows you to view, analyze, and
investigate website traffic.

https://<hostname>

Administration
application

The administration application for managing Web Threat
Detection users, rules, and alerts.

https://<hostname>/admin.html

Configuration
Manager

Configuration Manager is a browser-based configuration file
editor in which you can make configuration changes,
configure your Web Threat Detection servers for optimal
performance, and push the changes to your production
environment.

Note

Making changes to the configuration could break your Web
Threat Detection implementation, rendering it inoperative or
ineffective. Many of the configuration items presented in
Configuration Manager should not be changed without
consulting RSA Customer Support or your assigned
Professional Services Technical Lead or Threat Analyst.

l https://<hostname>/config

l https://<hostname>/cui/index.html

Service Manager
(Scout)

The Service Manager application allows you to manage the
Web Threat Detection system services.

https://<hostname>:4448

System Manager The System Manager application allows you to manage
certificates, view transactions, and access system statistics.

https://<hostname>/system

Contact RSA Customer Support for user names and passwords to access these
interfaces.

Configuration Manager
Configuration Manager is a browser-based configuration file editor.

Configuration Manager allows you to make changes to the configuration, describe the
changes, and save and push the changes. Configuration Manager provides the syntax,
a basic explanation, and examples for most configuration fields.

In a multi-tenancy environment, a global user with tenant management permissions
can make configuration changes either at a global level, to be inherited by all tenants,
or for a specific tenant.

Note

Making changes to the configuration could break your RSA Web Threat Detection
implementation, rendering it inoperative or ineffective. Many of the configuration
items presented in Configuration Manager should not be changed without consulting
Web Threat Detection customer support.
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System Architecture and Components
The RSA Web Threat Detection components and architecture are described below.

System Components

SilverTap

A high performance TCP traffic sniffer. SilverTap collects packets and extracts
metadata from HTTP messages, saving the data as transactions. Most
installations will have multiple SilverTaps that publish to a common bus
(SilverPlex). SilverTap supports white listing, metadata transforms, scrubbing or
hashing, and SSL decryption. SilverTap can also be configured to extract specific
HTML response data that is normally dropped from the collected packets.

SilverPlex

A publisher/subscriber based message bus that ensures that there is no duplicate
delivery of transactions. SilverPlex loosely conforms to the AMPQ specifications,
and supports SSL and topic based routing. The bus contains a frontPlex, a
backPlex, and an alertPlex.

SilverSurfer

Processes the transactions that are published by SilverTap and performs the logic
of the scoring and the sessions, with GUID-to-user mapping and real-time
streaming behavioral analytics. Scores are applied to each transaction.
SilverSurfer retrieves transactions from the frontPlex and the scored transactions
are published to a backPlex. Multiple SilverSurfers can be run in the pipeline or
concurrently to provide scaling.

Mitigator

The Mitigator retrieves the scored transactions from the backPlex and checks the
transactions against the online rules. The rules are evaluated based on several
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criteria, including transaction data, external data stores, registers, and store
repositories. If a rule criteria is met, it can trigger the creation of alerts and
incidents which are published to the alertPlex. Alerts can trigger actions on the
ActionServer, such as creating an incident, sending an email, making a RESTful
API call, posting information to third-party ticketing system, or performing a
custom action.

UIServer

The UIServer is the main back end server for the RESTful APIs used by the
applications. The UIServer is used for:

l Transaction searches

l Fetching statistic reports

l Generating dynamic reports

l Clickstream APIs

l Annotations

l Rules administration APIs

l User authentication

l Proxying services

IncidentServer

The IncidentServer service is a back end for the APIs used to manage incidents.
Realtime rules can be configured to create incidents to indicate that there is a
transaction that needs to be investigated. An incident captures the context and
details of the transaction so that the fraud analyst can investigate the incident.
The IncidentServer subscribes to alertPlex and saves the incidents to a
PostgreSQL database.

Kafka Server

Apache Kafka™ is a distributed streaming platform that sends transaction data to
the Action Server.

ActionServer

The ActionServer is the process that reads the alert files created by the Mitigator
and executes the specified actions. The ActionServer is responsible for execution
of built-in actions, such as email alerts, as well as custom action scripts. In
addition, the ActionServer sends the transaction data received from the Kafka
server as SOAP calls to RSA Adaptive Authentication for risk assessment and
scoring. For more information, see the RSA Web Threat Detection System
Administration Guide.

Batch Process Components

Organizer

The organizer is a batch process that saves the transactions to disk. The
organizer is the first of the batch processes and begins at the start of each
hour. Log files are sharded by IP, gzipped, and encrypted. The files are
available at the end of the hour. The organizer subscribes to the backPlex.

Indexer

Generates indices for keys required by the system. Users can configure
additional custom indices.
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Report Builder

The Report Builder analyzes transactions based on the hourly rules and
generates the reports used by the UI on an hourly basis. The Reports Builder
also runs an instance of the rules engine to evaluate batch rules.

Configuration Management Components

Configuration Manager (SilverCat)

A Python service, responsible for configuration management, that provides a
simple web interface to manage the configuration of all services. SilverCat
communicates with Scout to push configuration updates to services running
on various hosts.

Reverse Proxy Services

SiteProxy and ScoutProxy are nginx instances that act as a reverse proxy to
Web Threat Detection front end services.

System Health Components

Service Manager (Scout)

A Python service responsible for process management and other services.

VarzFetcher, VarzGrapher

Responsible for fetching and graphing statistics collected from Web Threat
Detection services.

Integration with Additional RSA Products
Web Threat Detection is part of the RSA Fraud and Risk Intelligence Suite.

The RSA Fraud and Risk Intelligence Suite is a centralized platform that blends
continuous monitoring (RSA Web Threat Detection), risk-based decisioning (RSA
Adaptive Authentication) and fraud intelligence (RSA FraudAction and RSA
eFraudNetwork). The Suite integrates siloed capabilities and data sources to provide a
holistic view of individual user activities and behaviors. This cross-product integration
delivers more accurate fraud detection and the ability to craft a highly granular and
personalized anti-fraud strategy, one that aligns with your organization’s risk
tolerance and strategic priorities. There are numerous points of integration across the
solutions in the RSA Fraud and Risk Intelligence Suite.

RSA Web Threat Detection customers can integrate data that is received from other
RSA products as input for Web Threat Detection, or send transaction data sniffed in
Web Threat Detection to be used as additional data in other RSA products. Increasing
the number of transactions whose data is assessed for risk, and marking more cases
as fraudulent or genuine, enhances RSA risk engine performance, and providing
customers with more value from all RSA products.

Web Threat Detection can be integrated with the following RSA offerings:

RSA eFraudNetwork (eFN)

When eFN integration is enabled, the Web Threat Detection eFN client retrieves a
list of IP addresses that were marked as fraudulent on the eFN. The list is
converted into an External Data Source (EDS) file. Web Threat Detection can use
the values in the EDS file in Web Threat Detection rules to create alerts or
incidents.
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RSA FraudAction Intelligence Service

FraudAction Intelligence feeds are generated as External Data Source (EDS) files
that can be integrated into Web Threat Detection rules for increased fraud
protection.

RSA Adaptive Authentication

The Web Threat Detection integration with RSA Adaptive Authentication provides
a seamless integration with your Adaptive Authentication implementation.

The Transaction Scoring with Adaptive Authentication feature increases the
number of event types sent for risk assessment and can stop more fraud by
creating cases for review and enriching Risk Engine data. Customers can leverage
information captured by Web Threat Detection to monitor and score transactions
in Adaptive Authentication, without altering the code on the website pages. Web
Threat Detection is configured to parse the transaction and send the data as an
Adaptive Authentication SOAP call to Adaptive Authentication. The transactions
are sent for risk assessment, and the customer can create Adaptive
Authentication policy rules to create cases for offline investigation. By feeding
additional transactions to Adaptive Authentication, and marking the cases as
fraudulent or genuine, the Adaptive Authentication Risk Engine receives additional
data, enhancing its performance. Transaction Scoring in Adaptive Authentication
benefits both new and existing Adaptive Authentication customers:

l Existing Adaptive Authentication customers with login protection can use the
integration to send additional activity types for risk assessment in Adaptive
Authentication. For example, adding payment activities such as ADD_PAYEE
and EDIT_PAYEE events, or CHANGE_PASSWORD events for inclusion in
risk scoring without changing the code on the web pages.

l New Adaptive Authentication customers can use this integration for a simpler
Adaptive Authentication implementation, seamless integrating additional
event types for risk assessment and scoring in cases where they do not want
to challenge or authenticate the user.

RSA Web Threat Detection Documentation

The RSA Web Threat Detection documentation set is comprised of the following
documents:

RSA Web Threat Detection Installation and Upgrade Guide

Provides information about system requirements, compatibility and support, and
how to install RSA Web Threat Detection.

RSA Web Threat Detection Product Overview Guide

Provides a high-level overview of Web Threat Detection, including system
architecture, components, key features and functionality.

RSA Web Threat Detection Release Notes

Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as well as
workarounds for known issues. It also includes the supported platforms and work
environments for platform certifications. The latest version of the Release Notes
is available on RSA SecurCare® Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.
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RSA Web Threat Detection Security Configuration Guide

Describes the security configuration settings, secure deployment and usage
settings, secure maintenance and physical security controls to ensure secure
operation of the product.

RSA Web Threat Detection System Administration Guide

Provides information about how to administer Web Threat Detection once it has
been installed and configured. This guide is intended for users who make minor
configuration changes, monitor system performance and resources, update
security certificates, or troubleshoot system behavior.

RSA Web Threat Detection User Guide

Provides information about how to configure RSA Web Threat Detection, perform
administrative tasks such as creating and updating users and rules, and monitor
the traffic on your website using the Web Threat Detection dashboard.

Support and Service
RSA Link® https://community.rsa.com/welcome

Customer Support
Information

https://community.rsa.com/community/rsa-customer-
support

RSA Ready Community https://community.rsa.com/community/products/rsa-ready

RSA Link offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common questions and
solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, important
technical news, and software downloads.

The RSA Ready Community provides information about third-party hardware and
software products that have been certified to work with RSA products. The
community includes RSA Ready Implementation Guides with step-by-step instructions
and other information about interoperation of RSA products with these third-party
products.

Before You Call Customer Support
Make sure that you have direct access to the computer running the software.

Please have the following information available when you call:

l Your RSA Customer/License ID

l The RSA Web Threat Detection software version number

l The name and version of the operating system under which the problem occurs

l The file system used on the machine on which the problem occurs.
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